
For more information about the QuikDot Pro, visit www.gluedots.com/QDP

Avoid costly returns and ensure that your 
product remains on the store shelf. 
The QuikDot Pro is a pressure sensitive adhesive applicator designed to 
seamlessly seal paperboard and corrugate food and beverage packaging. 
The QuikDot Pro is a convenient alternative to cumbersome tape pads 
and hot melt glue guns. Designed for time savings and ease of use, the 
QuikDot Pro refillable design fits easily into the palm of the hand.

QDP Adhesive Pattern

•  Invisible Bond Protects Brand Integrity
•  Clean, Instant, Secure Bond
•  Refillable Design
•  Rugged Construction
•  FDA compliant

Product Highlights:

QDP Adhesives
Engineered specifically for paperboars and corrugate 
food and beverage packaging repair, the QDP adhesive 
pattern delivers an instant, permanent bond. The 
adhesive shape and pattern spacing are engineered 
to provide optimal coverage while eliminating waste. 
The invisible bond protects brand integrity with a 
dependable seal that is virtually invisible to consumers.

Rugged, lightweight and portable, The QuikDot Pro 
instantly applies the right amount of adhesives, every 
time.  The QuikDot Pro’s high impact poly-carbonate body 
handles everyday use. The pocket-sized, reloadable design 
gives you a new level of  flexibility and convenience. 
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QDP Adhesive Specifications
Profile:   Low

Pattern:   .344” x .4” - spaced .543” on center

Tack Level:   Permanent Bond

Count:  600 or 800 patterns / roll

QDP Adhesive Pattern Sample .344” x .4” pattern spaced .543” on center

QuikDot Pro Specifications

Weight:  0.27 lb

Height:  4”

Length:  6.25”

Width: 1.5”

Materials:  Polycarbonate, Nylon, HDPE, Silicon  

  Rubber, Steel Fasteners

QuikDot Pro, Easy-open Refillable Design


